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Electronic control of ultrafast optical amplification is achieved in specially designed semiconductor micro-
cavities with double quantum well. The gain from parametric scattering of polaritons is selectively quenched
by tuning the intracavity electric field to turn on and off interwell resonant tunneling. A �90% reduction in
optical gain is observed with only 100 mV change in applied bias. The strong exciton-photon coupling regime
leads here to competition between the rate of Rabi coupling and of electronic tunneling between adjacent
quantum wells.
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The many unusual phenomena observed when light and
electronic excitations are coherently coupled in semiconduc-
tor microcavities �SMCs� has revitalized interest in semicon-
ductor quantum electrodynamics over the last ten years. The
ability to create strongly coupled systems in which energy
oscillates from quantum-confined excitons �in quantum wells
or dots� to cavity photons faster than any damping process
leads to new polaritonic quasiparticles with radically differ-
ent nonlinear optical properties than their constituents.1–3 In
monolithic planar SMCs, the observation of enormous ul-
trafast optical amplification of light in 2000 �Refs. 4 and 5�
which arises from resonant polariton-polariton scattering fos-
tered, in particular, an extensive research effort culminating
more recently in the reports of Bose-Einstein condensation
of polaritons,6,7 novel parametric processes,8,9 and room-
temperature polariton lasers.10,11

The first phase of such all-optical exciton-polariton inter-
actions has now moved on to a second phase exploring elec-
trical injection and control in such SMCs. Recent reports of
near-room-temperature polariton light-emitting diodes
�LEDs� �Refs. 12–15� and bistable properties16 show how
electrical-pumped emission can be enabled but these do not
yet control the polariton interactions.

Here we demonstrate a paradigm for manipulating polar-
iton interactions, by incorporating electronic tunneling into
p-i-n microcavities. Tunneling of electrons is played off
against exciton-light coupling to control the polariton ampli-
fication process on picosecond time scales. This resembles
operation of quantum cascade intersubband microcavities17

and lasers18 but permutes the tunneling and optical processes
to give different phenomena. In so doing, we demonstrate a
self-limiting electron transfer which “digitally” injects pre-
cise charge densities to turn off polariton scattering effi-
ciently ��90% for �V=100 mV applied�, and can poten-
tially be used in a variety of ultrahigh-speed modulation
schemes.

Electrical control of stimulated scattering is realized in a
strongly coupled SMC �Fig. 1�a�� consisting of a 5� /2 cavity
containing four sets of 10 nm In0.1Ga0.9As double quantum
wells �DQWs� separated by 20 nm GaAs barriers, placed at
the antinodes of the electric field. The cavity is formed from
top �17-pair, p-doped� and bottom �21-pair n-doped� GaAs/

AlAs distributed Bragg reflectors �DBRs�. A 5.8 meV Rabi
splitting is measured at 7.5 K in this structure. Polariton
LEDs are processed into 400 �m diameter mesas with a
ring-shaped Ti/Pt electrode deposited after a second etch step
to contact the lower p layers, improving the series resistance.
Similar samples exhibited room temperature polariton emis-
sion under electrical injection.15

Polariton amplification is produced by exciting with 1 ps
pump pulses injected at the magic angle ��16°� for resonant
parametric scattering. In this scheme, two pump polaritons at
kp mutually scatter to yield signal polaritons at kS=0, and
idler polaritons at kI=2kp �Fig. 1�b�, top�. The pump is spec-
trally filtered to 1.6 meV around the lower polariton energy
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Polariton LED structure. �b� Experi-
mental setup. �c� Current vs applied bias without lasers �black line�
and with pump and probe on �red �dark gray� line�. �d� Probe re-
flectivity spectra for applied biases from 2.5 to −2.4 V, shifted for
clarity. Blue �dark gray� lines are guide to eyes.
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to avoid exciting higher energy states, and focused to an
80 �m spot. This is overlapped with a time-delayed broad-
band 150 fs probe pulse focused to a 50 �m spot at normal
incidence. The probe reflectivity from the sample held at T
=8 K is collected and directed into both a spectrometer and
a balanced photodiode setup which extracts the pump-
induced change in probe reflectivity �not shown�. External
bias applied across the p-i-n allows simultaneous collection
of the current. Typical IV scans �Fig. 1�c�� without the pump
pulses �black� show a characteristic p-i-n diode response.

The effect of the applied bias is first investigated on the
bare polariton modes �Fig. 1�d��. The normalized probe re-
flectivity spectra �without pump� clearly show the bias tun-
ing of the polariton modes through the strong-coupling anti-
crossing. Due to the quantum-confined Stark effect the
exciton energy redshifts with increasing electric field while
the exciton oscillator strength reduces.19 The observation of a
weak additional anticrossing on the upper polariton is not
important for the polariton scattering which is confined to the
lower polariton �LP� branch.

Measurements of the probe gain due to parametric scat-
tering are performed for each applied bias, by normalizing
the reflected probe spectrum when the pump is on to the
incident probe �Fig. 2�a��. The reflected pump spectrum re-
corded at zero bias �blue �dark gray�� shown for comparison
clearly shows the resonant LP dip at 16°. The gain spectra
are recorded at the peak of the amplification at zero delay
between pump and probe, and the 3 ps dynamics �not shown
but as Ref. 4� is found to be independent of the bias as
expected. The spectral positions of polariton modes and gain
are extracted �Fig. 2�b�� revealing an almost dispersionless
gain peak �red circles�.

This dispersionless gain which does not follow the bare
LP field tuning indicates that the pump photoinjected carriers
eventually tunnel out into the doped DBRs at sufficiently
negative applied bias, Vb�0.7 V. The resulting charging of
the DBRs reduces the electric field across the i region and

brings the LP back into resonance, thus maintaining the gain
at the original LP energy. This can be clearly tracked in the
enhanced tunneling photocurrent �red curve, Fig. 1�c��, with
similar field screening as seen previously.16 Eventually too
few carriers are injected to sufficiently screen the applied
field, the positive feedback of retuning turns off, and the
photocurrent collapses at Vb=−1 V.

To explore electrical control of parametric scattering of
polaritons, the bias dependence of the peak gain is extracted
in Fig. 2�c�. At more negative bias, the parametric gain is
progressively lost, as the pump overlap with the LP disper-
sion becomes increasingly difficult to maintain. Interestingly,
the gain is not reduced at positive bias, despite the simulta-
neous electrical injection of carriers into the DQWs, and
yields clear electroluminescence from the polariton LED
while the parametric scattering is occurring. However in ad-
dition to this behavior, a dramatic dip in gain is seen around
Vt=0.7 V, which is the main focus of this Brief Report. This
very strong reduction in gain over a small voltage range
��0.1 V� suggests a completely different mechanism to the
loss of parametric amplification at negative voltages. Indeed
at this voltage, the electric field is so weak that the transition
energy is almost unaffected �see Fig. 2�b�, �� so the pump is
kept in resonance with the lower polariton without the need
of electric field screening. Confirming this is the suppressed
photocurrent �which only grows exponentially at more nega-
tive bias� so that tunneling and corresponding field compen-
sation are negligible at these positive bias ��0.6 V�, con-
trary to what is observed at negative bias. In the rest of this
Brief Report, we focus exclusively on this gain dip and dis-
count the minimal internal field screening.

This sharp gain dip is analyzed in more detail in Fig. 3
which reports the extracted gain and photocurrent. The gain
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Gain spectra for applied bias from 2.5
to −2.4 V �shifted for clarity�, vertical dashed line is a guide to
eyes. Reflected pump spectrum also shown �blue �dark gray�, top�,
and gray dashed line is the full pump spectrum. �b� Peak positions
for gain �red �dark gray� circles� and polariton branches extracted
from reflectivity spectra �+, �, ��. �c� Peak probe gain vs bias.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Peak gain vs applied bias �black line�
and spontaneous pump-induced stimulated scattering to k=0 �red
�dark gray� line� from 1.1 to 0.4 V. �b� Photocurrent I vs bias for
pump on �black line�, with fit Ie calculated for tunneling through
triangular barrier �black dashed line� and resulting excess photocur-
rent �blue line= I− Ie�. �c� and �d� Pump power dependence of bias-
induced dip in �c� polariton gain, and �d� pump-induced spontane-
ous scattering, I0=6 mW.
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dip is centered at Vt=0.73 V with a reduction of more than
90%. Even if the spectral tuning and spectral bandwidth of
the pump are changed, these key characteristics remain un-
changed, with only minor modifications of the gain strength
either side of the dip. Similar quenching of emission is seen
in the spontaneously seeded regime �without the probe
beam� �Fig. 3�a�, red�, which arises from a similar pair scat-
tering mechanism. At the same bias a photocurrent anomaly
is observed which corresponds to a local photocurrent peak
superimposed on the monotonously increasing background
photocurrent, Ie �Fig. 3�b�, black line�. The background pho-
tocurrent originates from the field-dependent electron tunnel-
ing out of the DQWs through the triangular barriers. For a
single QW, the tunneling rate, 	e, is given by20

	e =
2m�LQW

2


�
exp� 4

3
eF
�2m�U3� 	 180 ns

for electrons where m� is the effective mass, LQW the QW
thickness, U the confinement potential, and F the electric
field. The photocurrent �	e

−1 fits this equation �dashed line�,
giving an excess photocurrent peak ��I= I− Ie, blue line� at
0.77 V associated with the appearance of the gain dip. Vary-
ing the pump power �Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�� does not strongly
affect the bias position as discussed below. These observa-
tions indicate that tunneling of electrons at a very specific
electric field is responsible for the gain switching.

To discuss the various processes involved, we consider
the band structure in Fig. 4�a�, which shows calculated elec-
tron and hole ground states. The field tuning of the DQWs
�Fig. 4�b�� shows that at an electric field of Vt
=11.4 kV cm−1, the electron n=1 level of the left QW
�LQW� is exactly LO=36 meV above the n=1 level of the
right QW �RQW�. As F= �Vg−Vb� /Li, with built-in potential
Vg=1.52 V and undoped i thickness Li=803 nm, this corre-
sponds to a bias of 0.61 V in reasonable agreement with the
gain dip position. The slightly higher bias than predicted for
this resonance is probably due to a voltage drop in the more
resistive p-type DBR. We note the n=1 LQW to n=2 RQW
resonance should occur at 15.5 kV cm−1, at Vb=0.3 V
where carrier escape dominates, obscuring any associated ef-
fects. The origin of the bias-controlled gain is thus LO-
phonon-assisted resonant tunneling of electrons into the
RQW from polaritons in the LQW.21,22

Several key time scales balance the exciton Rabi flopping
and electron tunneling �Fig. 4�a��. The pump pulse excites
polaritons in both QWs simultaneously and these oscillate
between photon and exciton components every 	�=700 fs
while leaking out of the cavity with a decay time, 	c=8 ps.
The LO-phonon-assisted resonant tunneling is estimated to
take 	t=25 ps, implying that �1+	t /	c�−1	20% of the elec-
trons from the LQW tunnel into the RQW. This process is
followed by an extremely rapid LO-phonon emission, 	LO
=100 fs, considerably faster than the tunneling escape out of
the RQW �	o=230 fs� implying that 70% of electrons drop
into the ground state of the RQW, where they remain for
	e=180 ns. For the 5 mW pump powers used here this im-
plies that the electron density tunneling to the RQW per
pulse is ne=1�1010 cm−2.

However this omits consideration of the sharp LO-phonon

resonance of measured half width �Vb=100 mV corre-
sponding to a potential difference of �U=4 meV between
the DQWs. The same potential is created for the DQW sepa-
ration, d=30 nm, if a critical electron density, nc
=�r�0�U /ed=8�109 cm−2 transfer from the LQW to the
RQW. Hence at the resonant bias Vt, enough electrons rap-
idly tunnel into the RQW to shift the DQW levels back out
of the tunneling resonance.

The remaining bound electrons and holes continue to par-
ticipate in the polariton dynamics, however the resonant tun-
neling process destroys the gain. Polaritons have been shown
to be rather sensitive to interactions with free electrons.23,24

In particular, because of their lighter effective mass, elec-
trons are ten times more efficient scatterers than holes.25 The
resulting interaction with extra electrons tunneling from the
LQW in the RQW creates additional dephasing, thus broad-
ening the polariton modes.23 As the polaritons cycle through
the cavity photon every 700 fs, the signal and idler LPs are
delocalized over both QWs, thus experiencing the full carrier
scattering. Since the coupled signal-idler parametric amplifi-
cation is strongly dependent on the polariton linewidth,26 this
creates the observed dramatic loss of parametric amplifica-
tion. Combining these microscopic dynamical simulations of
the tunneling and the parametric scattering processes27 al-
lows the gain dip to be modeled �Fig. 4�c��. The carrier-
density-dependent broadening of the idler is parametrized
from Ref. 23 while the tunnelling linewidth of 4 meV used to
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Band edges for the DQW in an elec-
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gies shown �red �dark gray� lines�, blue/brown arrows show carrier/
polariton processes. �b� Energy of lowest electron states in right
�RQW� and left �LQW� wells vs field, LO-phonon above RQW
ground state shown dashed. �c� Modeling of the gain dip �see text
for details�.
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fit the data arises from the 500 fs intersubband decay time
found both experimentally and theoretically from LO-
phonon emission in 10 nm GaAs QWs.28 This model is in
good agreement with the data �Fig. 3�a�� confirming the pro-
posed mechanism.

This saturation of the tunneling injects identical electron
densities into the RQW, independent of the laser power �for
the regime of stimulated polariton scattering�. Indeed we ob-
serve the same effect for all pump laser powers for which we
can observe the parametric gain process �Figs. 3�c� and 3�d��,
with the quenching in fact being proportionally larger at
smaller pump powers, consistent with Ref. 26. The gain dip
bias is almost independent of pump power, as expected for
negligible electric field screening at these positive voltages
�electric field compensation should be power dependent�. We
do not observe any clear bistability for the gain quenching,
as also expected from the “digital” electron concentration
transferred in a pulsed experiment. If smaller mesa devices
down to 1 �m2 are utilized, the switching energies can be
extremely small with only tens of electrons involved in the
gain quenching. The speed of the quenching process suggests

that this modulation, which can be both optically or electri-
cally controlled, can approach 1 THz, and thus may be of
technological interest. We note that the reset time of the de-
vice is controlled by 	e which is independently set by the
heterostructure design.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an original way to
control parametric gain in semiconductor microcavities in-
corporating double quantum wells. Stark tuning and resonant
tunneling between neighboring quantum wells allows dra-
matic changes in the strong-coupling-induced optical gain
for minimal applied bias changes. Given the Stark tuning
mechanism involved, ultrafast switching speeds are ex-
pected, with similar loss control as in intersubband
modulators.29 In addition, we suggest spatial control and
quantum entanglement of polaritons in microcavities can be
possible using spatially localized electron tunneling.

This work was supported by UK EPSRC under Grants
No. EP/C511786/1 and No. EP/F011393 and EU CLER-
MONT4.
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